Inspera Assessment was updated on 5th July 2019

We hope you’re all getting ready for your summer vacations. For graders and planners, we spent June focusing on revising the appeals process with more timely email notifications and workflow improvements for shared marks. Graders will also notice we finished the rollout of the new commenting tool. Authors can now have custom sizes for images in their multiple choice questions, and we’ve made some changes to the beta code compiler question type.

These improvements will be covered in August Release Webinar Tuesday 6th August 13.00 - 13.30 CET. (No release webinar in July).

To register, please follow this link:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1141181318779376653
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Welcome to Inspera Seminar 2019 for Higher Education


For registration and details, visit Seminar 2019 Overview

Administrators and academics will find a wide range of interesting learning opportunities during the two days in Oslo.

The seminar will be a mixture of keynote sessions, breakout sessions, round table discussions, and workshops, where the main purpose is to facilitate participation and sharing of ideas.
Don’t miss this opportunity to meet the Inspera team face to face and get your questions answered. Join in discussions with your fellow Higher Education colleagues and professionals. Administrators and academics will find a wide range of interesting learning opportunities during the two days in Oslo.

The seminar will be a mixture of keynote sessions, breakout sessions, round table discussions, and workshops, where the main purpose is to facilitate participation and sharing of ideas.

We look forward to seeing you in Oslo!

Transition to new comments tool completed

From 5th July 2019 the option to select the new comments tool is disabled in all tests.

Learn more in Inspera Knowledge Base / Grading / Comments

Released 5th July 2019

For authors: Custom sizes for images as alternatives in MCQ and MRQ

Images are still automatically resized to 150px width, but author can now set size to minimum 50px and up to 800px width or height.
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For authors: Various improvements to the Code Compiler question type

- New modal for creating default code snippets
- Added validation and alerts when selecting programming language
- Added language versions to programming language selector
- Fixed issue with evaluation feedback not shown when returning compilation error as result.

For planners: Individual End Time improved

Individual End Time allows candidates to have separate deadlines. In this release, we have improved the way Latest individual end time is displayed to planners. Latest Individual End Time is now visible next to the standard end time.

For graders: Improvements to Appeals

- Fixed issue with marks from previous round shown in appeal round
- Appeal graders are now notified when new candidates are added to their committee